
dataglobal offers you automated and 
manual integration of relevant in-
formation from your corporate-wide 
applications. Information within the 
collective business context can be 
easily linked, for example from your 
CRM system to your ERP data. 

Centralized digital workplace

The dataglobal interfaces easily bring 
together data from a wide range of ap-
plications into one centralized digital 
workplace. This allows all applications 
to use dataglobal content services.

Seamless integration of data 
and documents

•  from applications such as SAP, 
 email, SharePoint
•  from the Cloud 
•  directly from the employee, e.g. from  
 MS Offi ce applications
For all other company resources, such 
as from individual applications, ERP 
systems or banking systems etc., 
dataglobal provides easy-to-use APIs to 
integrate this valuable information.

Effi cient searches thanks to 
intelligent data classifi cation

The dataglobal interfaces and APIs 
provide the complete index for 
corporate-wide search and access to 
information through external systems. 
Likewise, content-related and self-lear-
ning data classifi cation can be used via 
the APIs.

It doesn’t get any more fl exible than 
that!

         Data 
  integration 
     made easy    

With our smart interfaces and APIs, 
you integrate data from any application 
and business process into the content services 
and the digital workplace.

   “The seamless  
integration and linking 
       of all your corporate-
wide data give you 
a real edge    
     when it comes 
      to know-
            ledge.“
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dataglobal - Software and Method for Content Services, Digital Workplace and Archiving -... 
mobile, simple and secure!

The software solutions from dataglobal are synonymous with digital transformation, corporate-wide, revision-proof  
archiving and the simple creation and management of individual workflows. dataglobal provides smart content services that  
simplify and speed up the mobile and distributed collaboration of people within a company, which significantly improves the 
company’s competitiveness.

All valuable corporate data, regardless of source, are integrated, classified, managed, deployed, and used as “raw material”. 

On the way to the digital enterprise, we accompany you step by step with the dataglobal method. No matter at which point 
we start together. From a partnership with dataglobal, you can expect a holistic approach to all your existing and upcoming 
digital transformation challenges.

For more than 30 years, dataglobal has been a technology leader and enjoyed worldwide success. More than 550 customers in 
40 countries benefit from the performance capability of dataglobal software.

Intelligent document  
management

The scope of our intelligent connec-
tors also includes the managing docu-
ments, such as 
•  Versioning
•  Defining retention periods
•  Integration into business workflows
•  Full-text indexing 
•  Converting into independent formats

Mastering the digital  
transformation

With dataglobal‘s interfaces and APIs, 
you will be ready to face the challenge 
of digital transformation. You can:
•  integrate all your valuable company  
 data
•  link information and use it efficiently  
 with dataglobal content services
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The added values at a glance
 › dataglobal interfaces and APIs with simple structures allow you to easily and directly implement integrations in no 

time 

 › With our interfaces, you can connect your valuable data from all relevant applications, sources and users, and  
provide them with meaningful information 

 › dataglobal APIs offer seamless integration into dataglobal content services and the digital workplace 

 › They give you direct access and allow the rapid exchange of information from which ideas are born, empowering 
your employees and facilitating decisions 

 › a comprehensive documentation with examples and training where necessary, provides support during integration


